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. GJtton Q Boutique 
STOCK 
REDUCTION 
Our entire stock 
of fashion clothes 
are 40% to 60% off! SALE 
........................................................ 
. . 
As a special offer to the staff and ~ 
students of Douglas College we are ~ 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cotton Q Boutique 
675 Colwnbiast. 
· 1\lew Westminster 
Till March 31 
. . 
Come in and see fj; 
· Our ") 
Wide Variety of Candies 1 
• CAROB AND CHOCOLATE 
NOVEL TIES • CARAMELS 
• FUDGE • GUMS 
• HARDCANDIES • NUTS AND 
MIXES 
PHONE 522·0955 
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The College Place Hotel congratulates 
.. 
the staff, students and faculty on this, 
the Official Opening of the New 
Douglas College campus. 
' 
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0/feritlg t~• edible llltenutive for 
Do•gkls College, we ill the 
77 -resta•ra•t iflvite yo• for a · 
short walk dow. Ag•es Street 
for, what some say, are the best 
b•rgers this side of 6th street. 
BreakftiSt is otlly $1.99 alld with · 
every order yo• will recfeve a free 
coffee, pop or tea. We lire ope• from 
h St t A BAM till 8PM Mo.Jay 77•Jot II pes, thr.Sat•rtltlyaiul . 
New w estmfnster we're located QCf'OSS 
· fromthe 
liqUor store • 
RCDCKIN' TONITE 
New Westminsters Qnly live Rock Club. 
Feaiuring the top bands in Western Canada. 
No charge Monday thru Thursday special event 
nights. 
MONDAY 
·lrafllltlon flllhter raleht _.1., 
(to help thcase reeesslora •lues} ~ 
TUESDAY Jf."--sweetn...mseontest~VIY ~ 
WENDSDAY ~ ~~ 
-Guest artist ,..,ht ~~ 
THURSDAY ~ 
....... ,..,., 
(rao mera till %0pmJ 
57 Blackie St. New Westminster 
(behind the· Old Spaghetti Factory) 
Phone:522-0011 
Hours: 7:00pm - 2:00am Monday thru Saturday · 
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What do Douglas College 
StuaentS think of th~ Queen? 
It goes against all of my 
political beliefs but I like the 
Queen-she's just a symbol. 
anonymous 
She looked tired. I can't un-
derstand why you have to be 
born into this tradition when 
there are lots of people with 
just as much personality as 
her. Lannie She's a nice lady, but looked 
Magic, just unreal-is this for tired waving at all the idiots. A 
the paper? Chris Shannon student 
NazisatUBC 
Vancouver (CUP)-The Dutch 
government claims a convic-
ted Nazi war criminal is alec-
turer at the University of B.C., 
but UBC administrators are 
refusing to "Comment on the 
allegation. 
Administration president 
' Doug Kennedy said he will 
assume botany lecturer ] acob 
Luitjens is ''totally innocent'' 
until other evidence is found. 
The Dutch government says 
Luitjens was tried and convic-
ted in the Netherlands in 1948 
for allegedly killing a German 
army deserter and Dutch Re-
sistance member. 
The Dutch requested Luit-
jens' extradition in 1980, but 
the Canadian government re-
fused because it has no ex-
tradition treaty with the 
Netherlands for war criminals. 
Luitjens became a UBC lec-
turer in 1961. 
Stanton Speaks 
by Glen NazarMk 
''The Douglas College Board 
is not protesting to the min-
istry of education adequately, 
''says faculty association pres-
ident Ralph Stanton. There 
may be a conflict of interest on 
the part of some board mem-
bers because they are ap-
pointed to the board by the 
'Ministry.'' 
Stanton will represent the 
Colleges two hundred faculty 
members at the College open-
ing where he is invited to 
speak on Friday. 
Also invited to speak is 
Douglas College President Bill 
Day. Day defended the Board 
last week stating; • 'The board 
is doing the best job it can. 
Every means to protest to the 
Education Ministry has been 
followed by the college board. 
It is not in the best interests of 
the Douglas College Board to 
carry a high proflle in its op-
position to the Ministry." 
The Ministry of Education 
was recently appointed Eric 
Hedlund to the Douglas Col-
lege Board. Hedlund ran for 
mayor in New Westminster in 
the last municipal election and 
coming 3 out of 4 carried a fair 
amount of Socred support by 
some indications. 
Stanton's opinion is; "It's 
basically a boobie prize offer-
ed by the Ministry. It's de-
signed to give Hedlund a high-
er proflle in New Westmin-
ster." 
AbeonEPPCO 
by Glen NazarMk 
· .. I'd like to see -a greater em-
phasis placed upon student 
needs within the college." 
Abe Schoenwolf student rep-
resentative on the Educational 
Policy and Planning Commit-
tee stated earlier this week. 
"Administration could get lost 
in the paperwork and might 
forget thr: reason for the exist-
ence of t;us college is to ed-
ucate peop~e. 
EPPCO m. ~es recommend-
ations to the college board and 
invites students to f.tll posi-
tions on the committee so that 
students will have proper in-
put into decision making at the 
college. At the moment, Abe 
Schoenwolf and ] ulie Miller 
are the only students repre-
sentatives on EPPCO* and 
there are three more positions 
available. 
''The faculty limits it's input 
on EPPCO because it doesn't 
want to create a conflict of 
interest.'' Schoenwolf said. 
''The faculty does not want to 
par~cipate in decisions that 
will eliminate positions for fac-
ulty in the future because of 
cutbacks". "This is unfortun-
ate because it limits the 
amount which a faculty mem-
ber may want to become invol-
ved.'' 
EPPCO is supposed to con-
sist of representatives from 
the administration, faculty 
and student body of the col-
lege. The faculty assoc. has 
decided to limit faculty invol-
vement in the decision making 
process and this Schoenwolf 
feels, makes EPPCO less dem-
ocratic. 
''EPPCO members are really 
on the ball.'' Schoenwolf sta-
ted. "A great many ofEPPCO 
recommendations have been 
implemented by the adminis-
tration, however some of them 
may not have been that rele-
vant to ·students." 
' 'I'd like students to app-
roach me if they have any con-
cerns. I'm always willing to 
listen and would like to see a 
few of them get more invol-
ved." said Schoenwolf. 
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Enginrering at Douglas? 
b_y Dave Christian 
Douglas College is in the pro-
cess of developing a first year 
engineering program, accord-
ing to Gordon Gilgan, Acting 
Dean of Applied Programs. 
The program will be designed 
to be transferable to the UBC 
Engineering program. 
But the program is exper-
iencing some difficulties in 
arrangement, owing to chang-
es being made at UBC. On 
February 18 the UBC Senate 
granted permission to the En-
gineering Faculty to reduce 
the engineering program from 
five to fo~r years, but last_ 
Wednesday it was announced 
that the change would be de- . 
layed one y"ear. The UBC en-
gineering program is present-
ly a five year BA program, 
with the first year being spent 
in sciences, and the remaining 
four in engineering. Most 
Canadian Universities have a 
four yeat engineering pro-
gram. The purpose of this is to 
allow direct access to the pro-
grams from secondary school. 
"We are working towards 
developing a first year pro-
gram parallel to theirs", Gil-
gao said. ''This (the change) 
puts a bit of a crimp in our 
planning, but we're develop-
ing alternatives.'' 
If the prog_ram is offered this 
fall, f.trst year sciences may be 
a prerequisite for transfer-
ability. 
The college is developing a 
proposal to offer to UBC '' es- · 
sentially to negotiate" accord-
ing to Gilgan. "UBC has been 
very selective-only some of the 
Interior Colleges are presently 
allowed to offer the program.'' 
SFU and UVIC are also de-
veloping engineering science 
programs, but Gilgan say's 
thev will probablha~~- ''prettv 
restrictive-mec "cal and 
electrical engineering, or 
something like that' ' . 
Creation of army jobs 
the highest unemployment at 
Ottawa (CUP)-When Prime 20.3 percent. 
Minister ] ohn Diefenbaker Federal Conservatives have 
created army jobs to alleviate. repeatedly called on the 
high unemployment, the pro- government to adopt a mili-
~ram didn't leave any lasting . tary job-creation plan. 
rmpressions. . Sargeant opposes using the 
Nor will the current military military for job creation. He 
job-creation scheme, argues says the proposal has received 
MP and NDP defense critic strong support because "it's a 
Terry Sargeant. ~ quick and easy way to create 
The proposal given to the jobs. 
cabinet in early February by ''The military is not espe-
Liberal MP Ursula Appollini dally productive. At this time, 
was signed by 108 of 114 Lib- job-creation programs should 
eral Backbenchers. It urges focus on public works or make-
the government to create a work programs,'' Sargeant 
special two-year training pro- said. These are types of pro-
gram in the military for 25,000 grams that would leave some-
people each Jear. The pro- thing tangible that would ben-
posal is aime at the young, efit a community--a new rec-
between 17 and 25 years old, reation centre for example. 
the age group suffering from It is now up to finance min-
ister Marc Lalonde to approve 
the proposed $200 million pro-
gram. Rumors on Parliament 
Hill indicate that Lalonde 
could present a watered down 
and less costly version of the 
scheme, possibly one that 
would employ 10,000 to 20,000 
people over a two-year period, 
Appolini said. 
Her proposal is similar to the 
one presented by the Liberal 
youth committee last October 
to enlist 25,000 people for two 
years. Defense miruster Gilles 
Lamonta~ne submitted some 
job-creat1on _{>ropos~s late la~t 
year suggestmg an mcrease m 
permanent staff by 5,000 or by 
the creation of a special re-
serve that would accommo-
date 25,000 people over two 
years. 
The interview was conilucteil by 
Nancy PoweU and GlenNazaruk. 
• 
Photo work by Sean V alentrnl 
Q-Assuming that you are giving the five year plan 
serious consideration, and realizing that this will 
mean an end to personal education, and an emph-
asis on technical training, do you not feel that an 
education in liberal arts is imponant? 
A-Well of course the five year plan is only a 
proposal, and there is ample opponunity for not 
only written submissions or for presentations 
from variousbOards and faculty groups but simi-
larly there will be perhaps a symposiWD: or some 
public imput. So, that whatever their views, there 
will not just be written submissions considered by 
the ministry staff, there will be an opportunity for 
the public to air their views, so the people who 
pay for the system, the people who will benefit 
from the system, will know what considerations 
went into the final decision. So it's an on going 
process right now. It's a proposal, as a matter of 
fact. A proposal that was prepared prior to my 
time so I can't take any credit for it as a minister. I 
can only, I suppose, hopefully take some credit 
when we fmally adopt the outcome, but I can see 
that there will be many changes made and I 
suppose one of the dangers of making any five 
year plan is that the issues change. 
Q-What will be the role of community colleges in 
the future? 
A-1 think that they will continue to be a growing ' 
influence. The college system in British Colum- . 
bia, on a per capita basis, has grown more rapidly 
than any similar system anywhere in Nonh Amer-
ica, and I can see that this trend will continue. A 
lot of people are choosing the college system not 
only because it is perhaps more locally available 
for theii academic pursuits or what ever but 
cenainly it's also cheaper. More imponantly I 
think to a lot of people is that it's no where near as 
structured as a university and a lot of people 
choose to attend college for many of their academ-
ic courses as opposed to going to university. So I 
think that there will be a growing role for colleges 
and we see it now. There has been a tremendous 
amount of expansion. I've participated in more 
college openings and expansions in the last 3 
months than I have in any other type of similar 
·activity. 
A-On the Jack Webster Show you were quoted as 
saying "instructors would work 14 hours a week." 
A-1 think that's a wrong statement because if 
instructors instruct 14 hours a week that is a 
correct statement. You can't say how long they 
work. It varies. Some instructors will work 25, 35, 
40 . .. some even more than that. It's the amount of 
instruction.(With regards to the interview Vander 
Zalm had with Webster). Well, Webster was 
looking at a document that had been prepared by 
the ministry which provided the amount of inst-
ruction time that is given by instructors on aver-
age. But to say that they work 14 hours a week is 
incorrect. I think that maybe the way it was read 
by Webster gave one the impression that perhaps 
,this meant work. Some instructors maybe don't 
put in that many hours but, there's no doubt that 
some instructors work a whole lot of hours, it 
varies from individual to individual. 
Q-35 school boards in B.C. have opposed you, 
asking for your resignation. How do you feel 
about this? 
A-It's-largely on the basis of budgetary decisions 
and it's much easier to be a minister when you've 
got lots of money to spend so you can go back to 
the pot and grab a little more when ever you want 
it. When you are faced with diminishing revenue 
you have to look at how to locate it considering a 
shonage of funds . So there has been some consid-
A lot of people are c1wosing the co"Uege system, not only 
because it is perhaps more locally available for their 
academic pursuits ••• but abro (because its' )cheaper., 
I 
1'Q be Education Minister for the 
duration, and after, who's to say? 
eiable opposition from school boards in the way in 
which the restraint programme has been applied. 
Q-What can young people expect in the future? 
A-1 think that they probably have a greater oppor-
tunity available now than what previous genera-
tions had. The facilities are much better and 
provide for a far greater variety of opportunity. 
We're a smaller world in a sense, we're no longer 
just Albena, or Saskatchewan, or for that matter 
the U.S. or Canada but the world. So it's a very, 
.challenging time but one where we cenainly have 
a tremendous amount of opportunity. It's too bad, 
in a way, that we're in an economic recession 
right now because a lot of people suffer by it, 
especially the unemployed. On the other hand, 
it's also, I suppose, a type of learning, you have to 
learn to cope with varying circumstances. You' 
have to understand that the family, the com-
munity, and even the country for that matter, will 
not always be in the same situation. Economic 
situations will change. 
Q-How long do you expect to be Education Min-
ister? 
A-I'll be Education Minister for the duration and 
after, who's to say? I'll be Education Minister 
until next election or until I· don't want to be. 
Q-How do you feel about the overwhelming op-
position to your educational policies? 
I 
A-Well, the difficulty with being in government is 
that you have to provide some reasonable bal-
ance. You will always have the pressures of 
various groups in society who believe they are 
more deserving than others. But then I suppose 
everybody thinks they are more deserving than 
somebody else. When I deal with schools and when 
I deal with college boards, well, naturally the 
inclination is for all of them to say, well you know 
it's apples and oranges and we're the oranges. 
But I've found very few apples in B.C.-they're all-
.oranges. Education is a very powerful lobby, we 
have a lot of people involved in the education 
process. More people perhaps, in a single area 
than any other type of endeavour. It's a very large 
lobby, it's a very effective lobby. Organizations 
like the BCIF have a lot of resources behind 
them. 
Q-According to statistics from the Faculty Asso-
ciation, B.C. spends the lowest percentage of tax 
dollars on education. -
A-You can take any set of figures and you can put 
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~· nister Bill Vanderza~ 
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My credentials are that 
, I have been involved in the 
resources, we were able to ~eep the Whistler 
situation from turning into a bonanza for the 
banks, So the Whistler move has not removed any 
money from current revenues. 
By developing the stadium and developing a 
plan for the whole 200 acre area at False Creek 
we'll have created a valve for the people of British 
Columbia and it's been said by the Premier many 
times the stadium will indeed be a facility of use 
to the taxpayers of British Columbia. The devel-
opment, sale and leasing of land in the False 
Creek area will be beneficial for taxpayers. 
Q-Education as an elitist system. Accessability for 
lower income people. 
A-We don't decide tuition fees in the Ministry. 
That is done in the colleges. Higher tuition fees 
are in the Northern parts of B.C. than in the lower 
Mainland colleges. Some colleges such as V.C.C. 
are trying to get their tuition fees in line with 
other colleges in B.C. I feel that the cost of 
education should be burdened on the student to 
some degree but not enough to be a disincentive. 
It should not deter them form wanting to partici-
pate in an education program. Our Grants & 
Loans systems are some help in that respect. 
Tuition fees generally do not exceed 10 percent of 
whatever cost there is and it is my hope that these 
fees can be kept down. However, this remains to 
be seen. 
Q-C.F.S. Bursary/Loan Program. Paying loans, 
could say a more liberal loan appoach, where they 
repay when they have the income accordingly. 
There is mixed views on this. Federal protion is all 
loans. Provincial protion is all grants. 
Q-The Douglas College Board has not been very 
vocal in its opposition to your policies. What do 
you feel are the r~asons for this? 
public eye for eighteen years. no jobs. 
A-Loan programs should be geared to enable 
A-All of funding for colleges except tuition is 
provided by the Provincial Government. The Min-
istry appoints one half of the memb~rs plus one, 
to the Board. As far as the Minisry is concerned, it 
is up to the Board to be accountable to the 
Ministry for its expenditures. The Province can-
not become actively involved in the administration 
of the Colleges, so it appoints people it feels will 
fairly account for expenditures for programs. The 
difference between the College Boards and the 
School Boards is that in the College Boards you do 
not have as strong a bureaucratic organization as 
with School Boards. They are not as well organ-
ized as the BCSTA for example. There has been 
little criticism coming from the individual School 
Boards as opposed to what has come from the 
BCSTA, or individual teacher groups. You don't 
have a large organization within the college sys-
tem, so you don't have large organized protests 
taking place. College Board members may feel 
closer politically speaking, to the ministry than 
the opposition. There could be conflict of interest. 
Q-Will colleges become vocational as opposed to· 
academic? 
your own interpretation on them no matter who 
they are provided by, government, faculty board, 
or special interest groups. They should be sent for 
debate. I could certainly draw up some figures to 
the contrary. 
There is probably some truth in whatever the 
statistics provide but you can make them look any 
way you want them to. 
Some of the figures provided by B.C. School 
Trustees Association (BCSTA) say that provincial 
interest in education has reduced in the past few 
years when in fact a larger percentage of the total 
provincial budget than what it was in '65, '70, '75. 
There ts a greater share of the provincial pot 
going into education now than when we were 
under earlier Social Credit government under 
WAC Bennett or under the NDP government. 
Q-What are your credentials for being education 
minister. 
A-My credentials are that I have been involved in 
the public eye for 18 years. I have had substantial 
contact with the people of the province, in all 
'walks of life. I have past personal experience of 
raising a family, naturally, and have raised kids 
who have received an education in B.C. My 
insights are largely from having been involved in 
public life, with the tax payer and having raised a 
family in B.C. I have no background as an ed-. 
ucator and have no affinity to a particular univer-
sity. 
Q-How does the Socred government justify mass-
ive education cuts, while bailing out ski resorts 
and B.C. Place? 
A-In the case of Whistler, the options were that 
we would have the Royal Bank walk away with all 
the property for very little cost. Not only property 
that was held by the B.C. Development Corpora-
tion, land that had been turned into it, also land 
owned by the province, money that had been 
invested by the Federal Government and the 
province as well as a lot of unsecured debts owing 
to small business people. So, the result of not 
having done anything at all would have been not , 
only .loss of land that had been granted by the 
provtnce and the municipality and the money 
tnvested by the province and the Federal Govern-
ment but also saving of money to a lot of other 
busin~ss involve.d with _the B.C. Dev. company. 
So ~tthou~ havtng to tnvest any money directly 
and rmmediately and not having to take current 
students to pay when they have enough income to 
pay. The repayment of any loan should be defer-
red until a student has had enough time after· 
getting out of school to secure employment. There 
is a school of thought by the ministry that prefers 
the grant system because it is far cheaper to 
~administer and less bureaucratic. Many student 
groups however, seem to prefer, form what we 
believe so far, higher loan ceilings; what you 
• .I . 
A-As far as our five year plans are concerned, 
academic training has a value in society. Too 
narrow an academic training could limit students 
in formulating career objectives. A person might 
not have all the options with vocational traininaz 
only. The best education is a broad education, 
~ut. don't make specialization so predominant to· 
! !llnt.t young people from formulating ~areer ob-
Jecttves. 
/ 
The best education is a broad education!; don't make 
specialization so predominant (so as) to limit young 
people .from .formulating career ob}ectives. 
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IUJJ:§;OWTh~Lfu§.iderena~!!J.ry," 
a small device inserted into If the woman is lucky and off the market. But following 
the woman's uterus by her PID is detected early, antibiot- the population explosion of the 
only the chance of contracting 
PID, but also of the possibility 
of expelling the device and 
risking pre~nancy, of exper-
iencing pam during inter-
course, or of havin~ an ectopic 
(other than uterme) preg-
nancy. 
Ann Gibbon 
''I ditin 't like the idea of tak-
ing the Pill every day, so. I 
thought I'd change to the IUD. 
One day, I started having 
pains in my stomach. All I 
could do was put one foot in 
front of the other, the pain was 
so se11ere. My stomach was 
like I was six months pregnant 
that's how much infection was 
in there." . 
-Carleton stl.tdent who suffer-
ed pelvic inflammatory dis-
ease from wearing an IUD. 
Mter the birth control pill, 
the inter-uterine device (IUD) 
is considered the most effect-
ive form of contraceptive. Ac-
cording to Planned Parent-
hood, it prevents pregnancy 
~rom 90 to 98 percent of the 
time. And it 1s popular. In 
1980, one-half million Cana-
dian women were using it to 
prevent pregnancy. 
But despite its !opularity, 
the IUD 1s one o the most 
ontroversial methods of birth 
ontrol, causing serious side 
effects and in some cases. 
death. 
doctor, prevents pregnancy. ics may get rid of infection. 60's, it was re-introduced-with 
Dr. Mary O'Brien of Carle- Other women are not so lucky tails, but without proper pre-
ton's Health Centre says it is -some have .been so severely testing. 
believed the IUD, because it is infected that they have requir- Pappert says the Canadian· 
a foreign body, causes inflam- ed a hysterectomy, an opera- ~overnment is also negligent 
mation of the uterine walls tion that removes t\le repro- · m informing Canadian women 
and prevents a fertilized egg ductive organs and leaves the about the hazards of the IUD. 
from implantin~ itself there. woman sterile. For instance, the Dalkon 
What is certam, however, is Other women have died. shield was voluntarily with-
the IUD's link to pelvic inflam- Women have not always drawn from the U.S. market 
matory disease (PID), a gen- been adequatedly informed of after it was implicated in 17 
eral name for bacteria irifec- these risks. According to an deaths six years ago. 
tion in the uterine area. AI- investigative journalist who But the Ministry of Health 
though any sexually active wo- has done extensive research and Welfare only recentfY ad-
man (especially one wi.th sev- on the subject of IUD's, vised Canad1an women 
eral partners) risks contacting "There's an important body of against using it. 
PID, Women with IUD's face a information women haven't Pappert says the issue is not 
60 percent hfgher risk than been given.'' whether the IUD should be 
those who don't. Ann Pappert, who spoke to a withdrawn from the Canadian 
According to Dianne Kinnon, · group at an OPIRG Brown Bag market. ''I'm not trying to say 
Executive Director of Planned Semmar Wednesday, broad- the IUD is extraordinarily dan-
Parenthood in Ottawa, "It's a cast an episode of the show .gerous and should not exist. 
proven fact that wearers are The Fifth Estate, which she What I'm trying to say is there 
more susceptible to bacteria.'' produced. are an awful lot of problems 
Kinnon says the strings, or The show, based on her re- that most women who get an 
tails of the IUD (present to search, said that in the name IUD do not know about-are not 
facilitate its removal) provide of pushing birth control, the told about." 
a perfect meduim for bacteria risks of the IUD have been A person has the right to 
to grow in, then to travel up downplayed by doctors and have all health risks explained 
the vagina to the uterus. population control or~aniza- to them,'' agreed Kinnon of 
Once the infection reaches tions. For example, m the Planned Parenthood. 
the uterus it may spread to the 1930's the IUD was consided- This means the doctor should 
ovaries, fallopian tubes and ered unsafe because of its bac- 'inform the woman about not 
As well, women should know 
that perforation of the uterus 
has resulted from improper 
insertion of the IUD, Kinnon 
says. 
Dr. Ian Tummon, an Ottawa 
gynecologist, says women 
should also be aware of the 
warning signals of PID, such 
as heavy cramping, increased 
menstrual bleeding, bleeding 
between periods and fever. · 
Some doctors, however, do 
not always listen to their 
patients. Pappert says while 
conducting her research she 
talked to many women who 
reported PID symtoms, but 
were told by their physicians 
that pain was to be expected 
when wearing IUDs. 
Pappert told of one woman, 
who reported her symptoms 
·and was told by her doctor, 
"Stop bothering me. Your're 
just a hysterical female." 
''That woman is now ster-
ile," Pappert said. 
--------------------~f(onmRLETTERS)\~--
~~~of~ it that so many stories I . would Another Paper be Better 
read in The Other Press trail Mr. Hall: 
off mid-sentence and just sort We don't know what you 
of leave you wanting to know The Editor. 
Neal Hall, 
The Vancouver Sun 
Reprinted with permission of 
the Ubyssey--
According to UBC board of 
governors member David 
McLean, president-elect 
George Pedersen needs a 
house refurbished with 
$500,000 that the university 
couldn't put to better use in 
order to establish better links 
with the community and stu-
dents. 
If McLean and the board are 
really concerned about a bet-
ter link between UBC and the 
real world I have a much more 
effective proposal. 
I suggest UBC simply pur-
chase George a large Winne-
bago motor home and have 
him live in several campus loc-
ations throughout the year. In 
the summer and on various 
weekends he and his family 
c?uld drive it around the pro-
vmce. 
What fmer way could there 
be to establish better links 
than by having our president 
·camped out in Blot, the faculty 
club parktng lot or - even 
MacMillan Bloedels' execu-
tive car park? And as well 
saving literally hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, which 
could go into student job pro-
grams, bursaries, lab equip-
ment, etc. The board could 
tum over the vacant presi-
dential palace for emergency 
student housing. 
The UBC flag would be flown 
all across the province as the 
president visited Spuzzum and 
other localities, explaining 
that UBC really isn't an elitist 
institution that wastes great 
sums of money on needless 
frills in times of economic 
hardship. 
Instead of being kicked 
around for the umpteenth time 
in the press, UBC could be 
proud of its ingenuity and 
sound financial management 
for a change. 
Since McLean also suggested: 
that students help pay for the· 
costs of Pedersen's new· 
accommodations I'm willing to. 
donate generously. If the 
board will cancel their current 
plans and put George in the 
Winnebago driver's seat in-
stead, I'll gladly buy the ftrst 1 
tankful of gas. And I won't 




I am not an Other Presser, they are students, just like 
but I am quite close with one you.) I have seen one in part-
who's on the staff. This how- icular, who is trying his damn-
ever does not influence my edest to inform the students 
views on'the paper in any way. (admittedly mosdy about what 
I have been down at a ''prod-· he feels is important) but he is 
duction" and seen the "Other still trying to relay information 
Pressers" in action. and I feel to the best of his ability. 
they're really doing their best I was there one night with 
in putting out the best paper him and to my amazement he 
possible.(Remember The Oth- was actually working, (putting 
er Press is a college paper,and his heart and soul into it). I 
think that most of you (like I 
once did) don't really realize 
how much time and effort 
these people are putting forth 
to produce a reasonably good 
paper for you! . 
Do you really think that if you 
got rid of the staff or the paper 
in general, that the one replac-
ing it would be any better? 
Signed a converted reader 
Andrea Graf 
This~~~vJ:l~~t 1JJ?nJ tL and 
motions for the Other Publications Society Annual 
General Meeting (on March31 1983 12:00 pm till 
2:00 pm in the lower Cafeteria) MUST be officially 
placed on the agenda, in writing, one week prior to 
the AGM by 4:00 pm March21 .. This is to allow for 
the Society to prepare properly for the AGM and to 
allow sufficient time for all items to be ·discussed 
during the meeting. ·You MUST be a voting member· 
of the Society in order to place items on the agenda 
and to vote at the AGM. To be a voting member you 
have to sign the Society's book available in the Other 
Press room 2305 during business hours. According to 
our constitution, Student Society Executive and non-
students of Douglas College (not deemed honorary 
members), cannot be members of the Other Public-
ation.s Society. 
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together, but sometimes this 
~~=:::::::::::::::=;:::~~~~lfilj:::!.._,,..,""''"v cannot be. 
may be removed 
from abusive parents for a 
short period of time. A social 
worker gives counselling to March 2.1: 
EVE~NTS 
Women Singing: 
the parent(s), and then the 
child is returned. "Sometimes 
it works, sometime~ it doesn'i,' 
said McAllister. There is no 
prescribed cure .for the· prob- • 
lem. 
Community Program ''It's Every Sunday 3-5 pm at Little 
ust Your Nerves''; a present- Mountain Neighbourhood 
ation on women's use and House (24th & Main). All wo-
buse of minor tranquilizers. men welcome to sing feminist 
7:00pm /political/women's culture 
Douglas College Women's songs. For more info. call lli:cipline? . 
by Margaret Parll. than on the bottom, or leaving 
Law requires every citizen to 
report suspected child abuse. 
A person who is aware of such 
a situation can be charged if 
they do not take action. This 
includes professionals such as 
doctors and teachers. 
entre Beryl at 435-7525 
any sort of mark is improper 
discipline, and therefore 
abuse," he said. 
arch 25: 
pril 29: There is no established def-
inition of child abuse. The law 
vaguely deftnes it as ''excess-
ive use of force.'' Mike McAll-
ister, a. social worker at the 
Help Line for Children, said, 
''A spanking can be abusive if 
it is delivered too hard.'' Hit~ 
ting a child anywhere other 
Abusive parents are not 
necessarily monsters. Most 
often they love their children, 
but cannot cope with everyday 
life and need help dealing with 
their problems. Child welfare 
agencies wish to leave families 
Incidents may be reported to 
the Help Line for Children at 
Zenith 1234, or to any Human 
Resources office. Parents in 
need of counselling may also 
contact these agencies. 
Fund raising project for the 
egional Lesbian Conference. 
ances held at the Capri Hall, 
925 Fraser St., Vancouver. 
ickets available at Ariel, Wo-
en's Bookstore, and Octo-
us. 
Women Living In Gay Men's World 
. go over to this guy Joe's house and party all night, 
by Anne Evans of (something that was not tolerated at that stuffy 
The Muse for CUP 
The room is small and smokey. The pounding 
disco beat drowns out any attempt at conversa-
tion, but no communication problem exists here. 
The dance floor is overflowing with people. The 
flashing coloured lights make it difficult to tell 
who is dancing with whom. 
For the people who frequent this bar it doesn't 
matter. If you feel like dancing, you dance. If you 
want to hug or kiss someone, you do it. 
The Zoo is primarily a bar for gay men, but a 
surprising number of people here are straight 
women. 
Why do these women come here? Surely not for 
a sexual conquest because this bar offers a refuge 
from that. 
"I like coming here because I'm generally mis-
understood by straight people, men and women. I 
love the gays because they accept me for what I 
am and I can be myself with them," explains 
Sharon, who frequents the Zoo. ''In straight bars 
you constantly watch yourself because you know 
that guys are watching you. If you want to dance 
you have to ftnd a man to dance with you and 
often you end up sitting there waiting for some 
guy to ask you. At the Zoo people are liberal 
minded; they have no pretenses about their sex-
uality or anything. They are what they are and you 
are what you are," she says; 
Her friend Pam points out some women don't 
like that kind of freedom. ''I have a friend who 
hates the Zoo and I think it's because she doesn't 
want to be understood. She likes to be a sex object 
and a glorified possession. When she walks into 
the Zoo it's lost time for her because the men 
don't respond to that image." 
There are a lot of women who share Pam and 
Sharon's enjoyment of the gay community, but 
society has found labels for them--"fag hags" and 
"fruit flys" who have emerged in the shadows of 
the gay movement. · 
The people at the Zoo have a number of theories 
as to why there is an alliance or attraction be-
tween gay men and straight women. 
''Both gay men and straight women are victim-
ized by society. Each can identify with the other's 
oppression and that creates a bond, said one man. 
He feels many of the so-called "fag hags" are 
looking for a support group and the gay commun-
ity fl.lls that need. "Sexual promiscuity and the 
availability of drugs andJ>ooze are a part of that." 
he says. 
One aspect of the ·attraction almost everyone 
agrees on is that gays have great parties. 
''When I went away to school I was thrilled to 
meet the "partiers" that were there because I 
knew that they'd be great", says Sharon. "We'd 
school), but we'd get all our work done anyway." 
"The reason I like the Zoo is that the people 
seem more cosmopolitan," says Pam. "When I 
ftrst saw Gordon he was wearing a leopard skin 
shirt and eye make-up, dancing alone in front of 
the mirror at the Zoo. l was so intimidated-! felt 
like such a small town hick. I would see him at 
parties, still thinking he was New York City in a 
capsule, and he'd always smile. Of course, I'd felt 
very important and flattered that he recognized 
me but when I got to know him I found he was 
really open and considerate and honest, even 
when I didn't know him all that well. My image of 
him skyrocketed.'' 
There are however, deeper causes for the attrac-
tion, besides an exciting night life. Straight wo-
men and gay men can learn a lot from one 
another. Because they don't see each other as sex 
objects they can be very open and honest about 
their sexuality, giving them a chance to explore 
each other. 
"Homosexuals can learn what women are and 
where the differences between the sexes lie," 
says Gordon. "Some want to study women to 
become more like them or to learn about a part of 
themselves which they perceive as being fem-
inine.'' 
"Having gay friends gives a women the oppor-
tunity to learn about men-to pursue their own 
curiosity about the male mind. It also gives them 
access to a man's opinion without the barrier of 
being a sex object," adds Pam. 
Because so many gay men feel it's necessary to 
be open about their sexuality women can indulge 
in the same freedom and express their own sex-
uality as well-something society teaches them to 
suppress. 
"I generally like sensitive men-that's why I have 
so many gay friends," says Dawn, another Zoo 
regular. "Bob listens to what I have to say and 
takes it at face value. He doesn't put up any 
macho front when I talk about my feelings." 
''Paul and I talk about everything-especially 
men," says Sharon. "I ftnd I can't relate on a 
one-to-one basis with straight men. There always 
seems to be a distance that you can't cross. Paul 
likes me for what and who I am." 
These women feel gay men care about their 
appearances more than straight men. There is a 
preconception that women are kinder and gender 
and that seems to be a key part of the relation-
ship. 
"I look for honesty, loyalty, and time in a 
friendship and that's more female," says Paul. 
"Women are open and candid about personal 
feeling and gay men ftnd them a better ear. they 
just try to understand you more." 
Gordon agrees. "Men are flighty sexually and 
women are steadfast. Straight male sexuality is 
' influenced by too many things-macho images, 
social pressure-they are out for procreation and 
put too much emphasis on that. Besides, there are 
a lot more homophobic males than females." 
As to the type of relationship between gay men 
and straight women, some feel it's bas'ically a 
mother-son type of relationship. Others disagree. 
"There's a part of me that's very necessary to 
satisfy, to be a provider and a protector, and it has 
nothing to do with being macho," says John. 
But his case is different, he's married, "the 
likelihood (if you are gay) of ftnding someone 
you'll spend the rest of your life with is very slim. 
That's why it's good having Sheila (his wife). 
Friendship is far more important than sex. It gets 
me a lot further than a few pokes." 
On any night at the Zoo, you will notice an 
unusual amount of physical contact-touching, 
hugging, and kissing between the men and wo-
men. 
"Society is paranoid about physical 
contact,'' says Gordon. I' People like that contact 
but social conditioning steps in and makes it a 
sexual act. Although, I think that a lot of women 
can be touched without initial sexual connota-
tions." 
The women agree. "It's a boost to your ego to be 
touched by a member of the opposite sex that you 
like, especially without sexual overtones. It re-
stores your faith in human nature-not that hug-
ging a gay man is never a sexual act, you just feel 
safe knowing that it's merely flirtation and not 
seduction. 
Even though these two groups come together for 
other reasons, other than sex, it does happen that 
a gay man will sleep with a woman. This occurs 
only as a result of the promiscuous aspect of the 
gay lifestyle. Sex with a woman is secondary to 
sex with a man. 
"I can be in bed with a woman and make love to 
her, but only as a release from previous arousal by 
a man," says Paul. "It's very flattering when a 
woman comes on to you, but if she persists, it can 
be infuriating." 
''I once had a sexual relationship with a gay 
man," says Dawn. "I became interested in an-
other man while we were still seeing each other. 
At the same time, he met Bob (his present lover). 
Now we are the best of friends. The sex never got 
in the way of that." 
Gay men who have slept with women come to 
understand them better and it also helps the 
women understand them. The fact that they are 
not drawn together soley because of sex shows a 
need and willingness to communicate with each 
other. But there are still barriers between the two. • 
Ai: least these people at The Zoo are exploring 
each other's world and breaking barriers to com-
munication, while at the same time exploring and 
understanding their own sexuality 
I 
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McBride Campus 
. .. .......... ~ . . ~ . 
by Dave Christia;, 
e Evoluti 
walking in through the main doors on the second 
floor, the first sight one is greeted with is an 
immense, glittering roof overlooking the central 
concourse. Two buildings, one to the north, and one 
to the south, rise to meet this transparent canopy. 
Trees, planted in attractive cedar boxes, dot the 
main floor and progressive levels of stairs rising to 
the third. floor walkway. 
And inside the buildings: 50 classrooms, 52 special 
laboratories, the 350 seat performing theatre the 
large gymnasium, the two level library, the Dental 
Service Clinic; in short everything needed to make 
Douglas College a first rate educational facility. It is 
a far cry from the fust days of night classes in 
secondary schools and warehouses. Bill Day, pres-
ently College President, has been with the college 
since those first days. He tells the story of the long 
road to where we stand today. 
Permanani 
Campus 
The MacDonald Commission's report in 1962 start-
ed it all. It recognized the need to do something 
about the lack of post-secondary educational facili-
ties in the province, and sparked interest for a large 
community college system all over B.C. By 1965 
polit_!cal action had begun to take place, and . the 
province provided funds for what were then called 
District, or Regional Colleges. The first one to start 
operating was V.C.C.,or Vancouver City College. 
After V.C.C. opened, the schoolboards of Rich-
mond, Delta, Surrey, Langley, Maple Ridge, Burn-
aby, Coquitlam and New Westminster each came up 
with a plan, calling for a college on both the north 
and south sides of the Fraser River. Leadership in 
the early days was mostly provided by school trust-
ees and the educational administration. 
The Ministry of education examined the plans 
provided by the committees and decided they would 
only authorize one college, not two. A rider was 
attached to their authorization however, the commit-
tees had to hold a community plebicite to give the 
final approval to the project. This was because at 
that time the colleges were partly funded through 
local taxation. The plebicite passed, and, in the fall 
of 1969 Douglas College came into existance. The 
first president, Dr. George C. Wootton, was hired 
thatfall, and, nine months later, in September 1970, 
the first students were enrolled. (Dr. Wootton is now 
the executive director of the Vancouver Public Lib-
rary.) 
When Douglas College first began holding classes 
they had the equivalent of 900 full-time students 
enrolled. Classes were held at night in Junior Sec-
ondaiy schools in Burnaby and Surrey, and in a 
small warehouse in R,ichmond. (I'his warehouse is 
now the Ministry of Education offices and the Rich-
mond Campus of Kwantlen College is acroll the 
street). The schools that classes were originally held 
"in were: William BeagleJr. -Secondary, Simon Cunn-r 
'ingham Jr. Secondary, and Queen Elizabeth Sr. 
Secondary in Surrey and Cariboo Hill Jr. Secondary 
in Burnaby. Some events were also held at the 
Burnaby South Sr. Secondary, but these were rare. 
When the College first opened it operated on a · 
skeleton budget that had no money to spare for 
buildings. The College had to "root, hog 
shove" for anything it could get. The College 
selected three sites that they felt had the best access 
for students, Richmond, Surrey and New Westmin-
ster. Access was the most important factor, for this 
was one of the main tenets that the community 
college system was based on. In later years the 
Agnes Street, Winslow (Coquitlam), Maple Ridge, 
Riverview, Langley and Newton Centre campuses 
were added. 
The land the campuses lay on was paid for in a 
variety of ways. The McBride and Surrey campuses 
are leased for a dollar per year from the Surrey and 
New Westminster School Boards. McBride is in the 
process of being returned to the New Westminster 
School Board. The Richmond and Newton campuses 
are leased warehouse space, and the Langley camp-
us is owned by Kwantlen College, the Riverview 
Centre was borrowed from the Coquitlam School 
Board, and the Agnes and Maple Ridge sites were 
tEbt ~utbadts' ~botu~ g;ongboo 
Cane an kids! 
.bin the cutbacks 
Chmus·singing crazer 
Let's look up 
arid Smile ••• 
ON THE turiloAD 
{Ill the tu•e of Killg of The Road] 
College for sale or re•t, 
Educatio•, fifty ce11ts, 
No te~~ehers or mllitlteu.ce, 
HllfJe you got a cigarette? 
I got Twelve hours of shoveU.g shit, 
V a.derZIIIm 's farm, ;, the pit, 
A lea,..;,g experie•ce, th~' sa bit, 
With the Socred membership, 
Ah but, four mo.ths of Welfare blues 
Mea•s i ca•'t go to school, 
Au I'm lllways brolle, it's t10 jolle, 
O.lbe cut road. 
Ill1iow 1111 of the scatulllls au 1111 of the scams, 
All of the rip-offs, through gove,..me.t plll•s 
All of the sttide.ts au where they 1111 sltl.d, 
I'm stucll here;, Surrey, pleiiSe leu me a 
bll.d .. . 
I got a .. . 
College for sale or re•t, 
Educatio•, fifty cet~ts, 
No te~~ehers or mllillteu.ce, 
Have you got a cig~~rette? 
I use old text boolls I ct~t~ scrou•ge, 
Lea"' from those left arou.d, 
How bard it is to get some lnwwledge, 
0. the cut road, 
o. the tut road, 
o• the cut road 
Practice is on Thursday, at day, 
(culminating at 2:00pm) in the 
studeit lounge beside the Other 
~office on theseoond floor. 
WHAT DO WE DO WlTII SOCIAL CREQIT? 
[to the tu•e of Whlll Do We Do With A 
Drultifl Sllilor1 
What do we do with Socilll Credit, 
What do we do with Socilll Credit, 
Whlll do we do with Socilll Credit, 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
Put 'em 1111 o. ut~employme•t, 
Put 'em 1111 o• ut~et~~ployme•t, 
Put 'em 1111 o• u•employme.t, 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
What do we do with V lltlderZIIIm, 
What do we do with VatUlef'ZIIIm, 
What do we do with V atUlef'ZIIIm, 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
Make him pick berries;, North~ S.wrey, etc .. 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
What do we do with Gr~~ee McCarthy, etc ••• 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
Give her a•other f~~eelift, quicll, etc ••• 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
Whlll do we do with Billy Be.•ett, etc ••• 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
Malle him a clerk;, Daddy's Hardw~~re, etc ••• 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
What do we do with Daddy's Hardware, etc ••• 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
.Natitnullize Daddy's Hardware, etc •• • 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
What do we do with Socilll Credit, etc ... 
Come the •ext electiofl? 
Put 'em 1111 o. u•employme•t, etc ... 
Come the •ext electiofl. 
Short songs, {or those -
moments when .... 
WILW.M WULUM 
[to the tu•e of Daisy Daisy 1 
William William 
Whlll are· we goillg to do 
We're t10t crazy 
About l4killg shit from you 
Whe• it comes to educatiofl 
You should 14ke a Jo.g v~~eatio• 
Give b~~ek our gra•ts 
Go b~~ell to you're plll•ts 
Or come Sp,.;,g we'll be Pf'"•illg you 
• 
••• 




~~ ...... ~ ...... 
. .. 
OHBURSARY 
[to the tu•e of the yuletide carolj 
Oh bursary 
Ohbursary 
You've mauged to elude me 
My stude•t aid adversaries 
Have mauged to exclude me 
I had some ciiSh to cllll my ow. 
But the• they cha•ged it to a loa• 
I guess I'll see t10 bursary 
The gove,..me•t hilS screwed me 
• 
. .. 
. . . 
• 
15CREDITS 
[to the tu•e of 16 To.s1 
You 14ke 15 credits a•d what do you get? 
A few years older a11d deeper ;, dept 
I ca 't foul a job eve• with a degree 
Au I owe my solll to Filla•cial Aid 
THE DOUGLAS COLLEGE MTIQNAL ANT8EM 
[to the tu•e of God Save the .Quee• 1 
Dougllls College, Dougllls College, Dougllls College babababa 





Where We Have Come From 
Douglas College was founded in 1970 as part of a 
movement in British Columbia to increase public 
access to post high-school education. The earliest 
years of the College found instructors teaching in 
church bas~ments during the day and in high 
schools at rught. Campuses were soon established 
in temporary buildings in New Westminster Sur-
rey, and Richmond, and later in Coquitlam, Lang-
l~Y. and M_aple Ridge. In 1981 the College was 
~vtded, wtth Douglas College taking responsibil-
Ity for the area north of the Fraser River from 
Burnaby to Maple Ridge. A new College -
Kwantlen - became responsible for the south 
shore of the Fraser from Richmond to Langley. In 
the fall of 1982 we moved to our fine new facility 
at Royal A venue and closed the old buildings in 
Coquitlam and New Westminster. 
Fr<_>m ~ tiny group of students and faculty at the 
begmrung, the College has grown to include more 
than 3,500 students, 200 instructors, and 100 staff 
members. In its early years the College served its 
communities well . One example of an early de-
velopment was the Institute of Environmental 
Studies which helped to create several wildfowl 
refuges in the area as well as playing a key role in 
environmental issues around the Fraser River. 
Another ~portant contribution of the College was 
the_ creatton of the Women's Studies Program 
which became very well known in the Province 
and became a model for other such programs. 
B-oth of these outstanding contributions and 
others have fallen victim to cutbacks. 
In the early years of the College the slogan 
"student at the centre" became the watchword 
and summarized the attitude to the College to-
,. ward its public. Faculty have consistently attemp-
ted to ensure that the students remained at the 
centre. 
.. .. .... 
What We ~and For 
. . . . Douglas College has been 
gut.de~ by an unpresstve set of principles, without 
which tt could never have achieved so much in so 
short a time. It will be useful at this crucial 
turning \>(>int in the life of the C~llege to review tho~e _prmciples and try to refresh odr sense of 
thetr tmportance and continuing validity. 
In the College Calendar which is issued each 
year, we fmd the following ''Summary Statement 
of College Philosophy": 
A. The C<;>llege's p~rpose is to offer opportunities 
for orgaruzed learnmg. 
B. The College provides learning opportunities in 
order to: 
i. assist students to develop a social awareness 
and conscience; 
ii. allow students to better themselves and 
their communities through increased knowledge 
and skills; 
iii. assist s~dents. to become employable or to 
enhance thetr soctal or economic opportunities 
and status; 
iv. en3:bl~ students .to fully express their creative 
potentialtn aesthetic ~ well as ap.elied pursuits. 
C. The Co~ege orgaruzes ~ readily accessible, 
com{>rehenstve set of learruns opportunities. It 
provtdes for the student who ts not intending to 
move to other institutions and for the student who 
d~s u~e. the Coll~ge as a "stepping stone" to 
~ruverstttes, vocatiOnal schools, or technical ins-
titutes. 
D. Th~ College provides a wide range of learning 
expertences and therefore limits its commitment 
to any one progr~ or field of l~amin_g activities. 
E. T~e Colle~e extsts to serve tts defmed region 
and tts constttuent communities. For that reason 
it provides, through its curriculum and facilities' opp~rtunities for the College to be a major com~ 
muruty centre for: 
i. academic and occupational 
ii. athletic, ' 
iii. cultural, and 
iv. social activities. 
Facilities are developed in consultation with local 
governments an~ community groups. 
F. The College vtews the development of a society 
of self-teachers as the ultimate goal of organized 
learning. It therefore works to lessen the depen-
den~e <;>f students on the College as an institution. 
_Thts ts a very ancient ideal and, at the same 
ttme, a V~lJ: moder~ one. Long ago, when Euro-
pean socteties attamed a reasonable degree of 
material security, people sought fulftllmeiu 
of thetr. need tor .Knowledge, wtsdom, and self-
expresston. They came to realize that one of the 
chtef tasks ~f any civilized society is to provide its 
members wtth the ~eans to p_ursue these goals 
through study of philosophy, bterature, science, 
and the _arts .. ~bus w_ere born the great academies 
~nd uruverstttes w~tch have since"been replicated 
tn ev~ry counllJ: 1~ the world. By assigning a 
ptomment place m tts philosop~y to the values of 
self-realizati?n an~ self-expression, Douglas Col-
lege has dedicated ttself to the continuation of this 
noble tradition of humanistic education. 
The modern democracy, however, has additional 
needs, and the community colle~e was establish-
ed to meet them as well: vocattonal and career 
trainin~, basic education for adults, continuing 
education, and community service. All of these 
values can perhaps best be summarized in two 
words: ACCESSIBILITY AND COMPREHEN-
SIVENESS. The ftrst of these suggests that Dous-
!as College takes very seriously the democrattc 
t~c;al of equal ed~cati<;>nal opportunity for all 
ctttzens of the regton tt serves. Low cost and 
geographical proximity ensure that there will be 
an "open door" to higher education for all who 
truly desire it. Comprehensiveness means that 
the. College is responsive to an enormous variety 
of mterests and refuses to specialize in some 
narrow field in instruction and training. 
T~at is why _we,members of the D.K.F.A.,take 
this opporturuty to pledge our unqualified support 
for the philosophy expressed in the'Summary 
Statement' and reafftrm our determination to 
ensure that it is fulfilled in the years to come. 
Goals For the The Future 
With the opening of the new building at Royal 
Avenue in New Westminster, Douglas College 
faculty have renewed hopes for the future of our 
College. One of our hopes for the future is to use 
~e theatre and ~mnasium facilities by develop-
~g more extenstve programs in Physical Educa-
tton and Theatre Arts, both areas of high public 
demand. We are also well aware of the needs of 
~e many unefi!ployed people who require retrain-
mg. or upgrading of basic employment skills. 
Faculty_ also see the need. t~ work with unions, 
commuruty groups and soctettes to ensure contin-
ued freedom of access to the College. As people 
working in this College, our most fundamental 
goal is to help build a "better community. 
College~ In 
Most people in Brisish Columbia are aware that 
there is a financial and philosophical crisis facing 
education. Less well known is that this crisis is as 
critical for community colleges as it is for grades! 
1 to 12. The current government is not only 
drastically curtailing financial support for col-
leges, it is also in the process of imposing philos-
ophies of education which were outdated 40 years 
ago when they were last tried and failed, at the 
beginning of the last depression. In fact, the 
Ministry of Education has unleashed a five year 
plan* which is a blueprint for the destruction of 
the comprehensive community college. Under the 
guise of a needtor fiscal restraint, local control of 
the community college has been systematically 
reduced. In its place a remote, centralized bur-
eaucracy will act as "Big Brother" and will dic-
tate both what will be offered and how it will be 
made available. 
Narrow Manpower Focus 
The Minis!fY' s five-year plan emphasizes occu-
pational and manpower development. In itself this 
commitment is fine, but it is made at the expense 
of programs serving individual, social and general 
educational needs. The priority placed upon 
career and vocational programs ts violated by a 
lack of commitment to quality, comprehensive-
ness and accessibility. 
Attack on GeneraTEducation 
The five-year plan consistantly downgrades all 
types of education that do not have a direct 
economic/ industrial/ occupational application. 
This demonstrates that the Ministry has relied on 
a very narrow and simplistic concept of education 
-one that reflects little knowledge of the purpose 
and achievement of the community colleges in 
B.C. The Ministry's approach does not even meet 
the stated needs of employers who want employ-
ees who have both the skills and the general 
education needed to cope with modern business, 
industry and society. And of course, in regarding 
the student as primarily an economic being, the 
five year plan ignores the personal and social 
life which is inseparable from the individual's 
economic role. 
Community Participation Downgraded 
The Ministry plan also seeks to create a 
Province-wide system which will undermine the 
former ideal of the community-based college. This 
change will downgrade the central role of the 
community and will inevitably reduce accessibility 
for residents of particular college regions. Not 
only will accessibility be reduced, comprehensive-
ness will be eliminated exce~t for "priority 
programs", which by the Mintstry's definition 
will be career-related or vocational. 
The original purp'!se of c'!mmunity colleg.es 'Yas, 
in part, to reduce mequaltty of opporturuty m a 
province of significant social, economic, and geo-
graphical disparities. The five year plan will re-
verse this initial goal. _ 
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Centralized Decision Making 
The proposed college system in t~s tive-ye.~ 
plan is one which reqwres. ce!l~alue~ d~cts.ton­
making authority. R~les ?f mdtvtdu~ mstt~~tons 
will be defined by Vtctona. Centrali~ed M~~try 
direction will replace local/ commuruty dectston-
makin_g. 
The Crucial Issues 
The proposed redefinition of ~he role of c'!lle.ges 
in B.C. is occurring at a ttme when luruted 
resources are shrinking even further. This m~es 
it even more critical to debate what to do wtth 
these limited funds, rather than allowins the 
Ministry of Education to tell us what it is gom~ to 
do with our taxes. Any college system which 
hopes to be successful over the long haul can~ot 
simply serve narrow an~ short:term e!lds. It ·~ 
possible to serve economtc and mdustnal goals m 
the context of broader personal, social, and cul-
tural needs and with a primary. orientation .to-
wards the community. The quahty of ,ed~catton 
must continue to relate to all of a person s life, not 
just her role in the economy. 
*If you are able to suffer bureaucratic prose, see 
the Integrated Five Year Planning for the Bntish 
Columbia College and Institute System; Part 1. 
System Objectives 1982-1987. 
1978 1982 
What Cutbacks Have Cost the College Conlmunity Education And Unemployment 
1. At Dou2las College the loss of the equivalent of 2S full-time instructors. 
2. The courses these instructors were teaching. 
3. The students who wished to enrol in these courses. 
4. Over 63S students have been unable to enrol in 924 courses this spring alone. 
S. This Spring, 1197 students requested student numbers but only ~14 of these 
are now enrolled. . 
These figures illustrate what is meant by the loss of access Jo education and 
they are just the beginning. 
Source: D.K.F .A. files and College Enrolment Report. 
Unemployment rate for all Canada, 














Dr. Zigmind, Statistics Canada, concludes from 
this data that the more education one bas, the 








Who Comes To Douglas College? 
ALAN CRAWFORD, 20. 
Developing skills for 
eventual enrolment in 
sciences at SFU. ''I chose 
DoC/as because I liked 
the endly atmosphere 
of I e campus. " 
GORDON 
GUILHAMOULIE,29. 
Worked for 13 years in 
the woods industry and 
now upgrading skills to 
retrain for entry to the 
workforce after a 
disabling industrial 
accident. ''I came here 
because it had what I 
wanted and it's close 
by." 
JOHN KESSlER, 21. 
Taking Electronic Data 
Processing, although 
initially enrolled in 
Business Management 
with the intention to 
transfer to SFU. Would 
like to become a 
programmer/analyst. "I 
like the fact that I'm not 
just a "number" here, 
and I enjoy the contact 
that I'm able to have with 
instructors outside of 
classes." 
SHANE KENNEDY, 19. 
University transfer 
student planning to 
attend SFU and currently 
taking mostly psychology 
and political science 
courses. Entered 
D'!uglas directly after 
hzgh-school graduation. 
Came to make up grades 
and because the tuition is 
less. ''I like the fact that 
here you can take courses 
just to learn something 
and not necessarily only 
to train for a job. " 
UNDA DUNLOP, 37. In 
Office Administration 
Program to change 
careers after 14 years in 
hairdressins. Single 
parent. "I jeelthatthe 
College has given me a 
chance to 'U}ork for my 
education. Bouquets to 
the great staff and faculty 
at Douglas. ]ANICEBARR, 19. 
Enrolled in Childcare 
Worker Program. Plans 
to obtain Bachelor of 
Social Work degree at 
UVIC after taking further 
coursework at SFU. "I 
came to Douglas because 
it's the only college 
offen·ng a childcare 
worker program, and the 
courses are transferable 
to both SFU and UVIC. I 
think the program is 
great, and I like the more 
persona/teaching and 
one-to-one contact. '' 
KATHLEEN HUNTER, 
26. Taking General 
St~dzes, zncludin~2 
sctence courses, tn 
preparation for a 
teaching career. ''I chose 
Douglas because it was a 
small college, 
inexpensive, and close to 
home. I'm really enjoying 
it.,, 
NOT PICTURED HERE: 
the 3200 students 
registered at Douglas in 
programs and courses 
such as English language 










RUTH MERRY, 34. 
''Access'' student taking 
second year ofNursing 
Program to upgrade to 
RN status after working 4 
years as a Licensed 
Practical Nurse. Turned 
down by_ VGH as being 
"too old" at age 31, and 
required to repeat 
already completed 
training in UBC program. 
Waited 3 years to enter 
Douglas. "I will likely 
enter a degree program 
at a university after my 1 
year here. " 
ELLEN MACTAVISH, 
19. Taking Adult Basic 
Education to gain skills 
for entry to the Nursing 
Program here. Single 
parent. ''I decided on 
Douglas because it offers 
ABE, all the electives I 
need, and the program I 
want, so I won't need to 
transfer from one 
tnstitution to another. It's 
really close to where I live 
as well.'' 
Philosophy, Geography, -






and Criminology, among 
others. 
And, the thousands of 
community members who 
become students at some 
pointthro'!f.h the 600 
courses offered annually 
by Community Programs 
and Services. 
CUtbacks Threaten Thein All 
B.C. Government : 
Education Is Not A Priority 
B.C. Ranks Dead Last: 
1983 Increases/Decreases in Government Grants 
to Education. 1982 = 100% 
Education costs expressed as a percentage of 
personal income are higher in every other prov· 
mce. New Brunswick 





No Information Available 
No Information Available 
108.8% Newfoundland Quebec 


























Do the people of B.C. deserve less of a 
commitment from us than the people of other 
provinces? Will our people of other provinc· 
es? Will our people be equipped to compete 
in the future? 
Dead Last Again 
Sotlf'ce: British Columbifl School Trustees As 
sociflliml TilE FACTS vol. 78 No.4. 
Souf'ce: Statistics Ct~tulda Ctllfllogue 81-208 
The Longest Fourteen Hours 
On January 3, 1983 the Minister of Education 
appeared on the Jack Webster show and made the 
following statement:''... an academic instructor 
would work on average 14 hours per week ... " 
What follows is one instructor's estimate of how 
his "14 hour week" came about. 
I have approximately 100 students (well above 
that figure at the beginning of the semester, 
then gradually dimi.Oishing). Each student gets 
two exams during the &emester (mid-term and 
final) and must. complete two assignments: an 
essay of approXImately 2SOO words and either a 
b~k report of ap.Proximately 1800 words or a book 
revtew of approXImately 1100 words. It is my duty 
to atten~ the monthly Divisional and Department-
al meetm.gs. There are also occasional Discipline 
consultations. My office hours are 120 minutes 
per week. Inter-campus travel from class to class 
of ~~ an h.our length occurs twice a week in 
additton to mter-campus travel twice a month 
from class to meetings (Divisional and Depart-
mental). It takes approximately half an hour to 
grade an exam, one and a half hours to grade an 
essay (content and composition) and half an hour 
to grade a report or review. I teach fifteen hours a 
week for fourteen weeks and supervise the four 
fmal exams during the examination week. Thus 
the calculable time for the seventeen-week semes-
ter Jfrom the first class to handing in the final 
gra es) is as follows: 
200 exams 
200 essays 
200 reports & reviews 
14 weeks classroom instruction 
4 final exams supervision 
8 Departmental and Divisional meetings 
14 weeks office hours 
Discipline consultations 
Inter-campus travel (class to class) 
Inter-campus travel (class to meetings) 












This amounts to approximately 46 hours per 
week. 
In addition to this load there are classroom 
preparations, making up exams, and calculating 
and entering the final grades. It would be modest 
to calculate that work at five hours per week. This 
adds up to a total load of 51 hours. 
A.part from this there are the professional duties 
which are voluntary (in my case for our profes-
ional Association) which also occupy several hours 
per week. F~r pr.ofessional.readiflg there is thus 
hardly any trme; It must watt until the profession-
al month after the end of the Sprmg semester 
and the summer. There are, because of the mark-
ing. of the final exams, hardly any Christmas 
holtdays. I regard my workload as typical for that 
of the average full-ttme academic instructor. 
George Porges 
History 
c igu1C I 
This publication has been produced by the Action 
Committee on Education of the Douglas-
Kv.:antlen Faculty Association 3:s a special edition 
of Its newsletter on the occasion of the official 
opening of the College, March 18, 1983. 
Douglas Coll~ge 





Whe• the U•io• 's itlspiratiotl 
Through the wMkers' blood shall""" 
There c11• be .o power gretlter 
A•ywhere be•e11th the su•. 
Yet wh11t jMce o. e11rlh is wetlller 
Th11• the feeble stre.gth of o.e? 





FM the U•W. mtllles us stro.g. 
Is there 11ught we hold;, commo• 
With the greedy pt~rtiSite 
Who would lash us itlto serfdom 
AN would crush us with his might? 
Is there t~fJythitlg left to us 
But to Mgt~•ize liN fight? 
FM the U•io• Mtllles us stro.g. 
ChOf'US 
It is we who plowed the prlliries; 
Btdlt the cities where they trtlde; 
Dug the mitles liN btdlt the workshops; 
Elldless miles of rflilrotld klid. 
If~ we sttiN outctiSt tiN sttlnm.g, 
Midst the wo.def's we h11ve mtlde 
But the U•io• mtllles us stro.g. 
ChOf'US 
AH the wMid th11t' s OWfJed by idle dro.es 
Is ours liN ours tllmle 
We h11ve l4id ~he wide foutulatitns; 
Btdlt it skywt~t'd sto.e by sto.e. 
It is ours, .otto slave ;,, 
But to mtiSter 11N to OW*, 
While the U•W. mfllles us stroflg. 
CbOI'US 
They h11ve ttllle• u•told milliotu 
Thtlt they •ever toiled to etlt'fJ 
But without our brtlitl 1111d muscle 
Not 11 sitlgle wheel c11• tu,.,, 
W ~ c11• bred their h11ughty power; 
Gt~~t~ our freedom whe• we letlt'fJ 
Thtlt the U•W. mtllles us stroflg. 
ChOf'US 
I• our h11tuls is pl4ced 11 power 
Gf'e11ter th11• their ho11rded gold; 
Gf'etlter th11• the might of tWmies, 
Mt~g•ified 11 thous11N-jold. 
We c11• britlg to birth 11 •ew wMid 
Fro. the fiShes of the old. 
FM the U•W. mtllles us stro.g. 
ChOf'US 
SOLLDARriY 
[to the tu•e ojQUt~rler Mt1Sters Store} 
We were told, told, ''put your pla*S o• bold'' 
By old Bill, by old Bill 
We were told, told, ''put your pla•s o. bold'' 
While I dip itlto the till 
[ChOI'US} Bill's eyes11re dim 
He c11••ot see 
We sttiN;, solidarity 
We sttiN;, solidarity 
"SeN bt~ek ctiSh, ctiSh" stUd he mlllliflg 11 slash 
From the schools, from the schools 
"Se•d bt~ek CtiSh, ctiSh" stUd he millliflg 11 slash 
Bretlllitlg budgettlry rules 
ChOf'US 
So we sttiN, sttiN, together h11N;, htl.d 
S"Yiffg .o, Sllyitlg fJO 
So we sttiN, sttiN, together h1111d;, htl.d 
Delllitlg budget cuts 11 blow. 
ChOf'US 
We will fight, fight, fight with all our might 
FM our Ctluse, jOf' our CtiUSe 
We will fight, fight,_ fight with all ot~r might 
Expositlg Bill's schemes, tr11gic jlllws 
ChOf'US 
Protect our rights, rights, 1101 loweritlg out' sights 
Bec11use of Bill, bec11use of Bill 
Protect our rights, rights, 1101 lowemg ow sights 
We've fouN the WfiY we've got the will 
3 
• ~H~I 
We Sln? ur-,11,\JP WORKED IN lME BUSINESS ~bUUf.,I,U J ~. ~L.D ANO SAW ENOUGH OF ---~ ..... ---=~ lBACKSTABRING 10 00 ME 
Welcome to the SO LONG, IT'S BEEN GOOD TO KNOW YOU . r·:-\ t:OR ll FE. 
wonderful world [originally by Woody Guthrie} J~. _ 
df .. · While the telepho•e r11•g 11.d it jumped off the wall ( : \ 
R B· Oarr It wtiS Bill Be••ett payitlg 11 call .., 
r"-------- He stUd "look tit the sttlte th11t our colll dellls 11re;, 
~~ ~~ ~ There htiS to be cutbt~ells;, educt~tio# 
·u,ST 'NI6MT· 
[ChOI'US} So W.g it's bee. good to llfJOw you 
So W.g, it's bee• good to llfJOw you 
So long, it's bee. good to llfJOw you 
· You m11y be itltendhlg to sttly /M some ye11rs 
,?1:::=!!~~ But you'd better be drijthlg fllmlg. 
While t~e telepho.e r1111g liN it jumped off the wilD 
y-A-
1 
-Wt.S--"'0-~--,>K.-'T\4-.:r---f ItwtiS Bill Vt~NerZalm mlllt:itlg 11 ctiH 
"1'\.tet ~r1u Of' He stUd "look tit the sttlte thtlt our morllls 11re;, 
~~w~~ ~~t. S all las -~"" :~·"':~ m c ses.,...,..;.g .. iocre.seiosiiJ." 
So W.g it's bee• good to llfJOw you 
So long, it's bee• good to llfJOw you 
So W.g, it's bee• good to How you 
~.,.;::~~i:i There's •ot e•ough of you;, there right •ow 
L..r-...31.---'.l-..::!..__j So you'd better be drijthlg fllmlg ' 
,--'---------,. While the telepho.e r11•g 11.d it jumped off the 
ltwtiS the College Bo11rd mllltitlg 11 call 
They said" look tit the sttlte our budget is;, 
We h11ve to sttlrlcuttitlgyou're where we begitl" 
So long it's bee• good to now you 
So lo•g it's bee• good to now you 
So lo•g it's bee• good to llfJOw you 
~~~~~ You m11y h11ve ptlid you're tuitio• but pletiSe, 
._, _ __.L--..u-:=::!-...1 You'd better be drijthlg tllmlg 
,...._ ____ __ While the doorbeH rt~•g, 11.d it jumped off the wall 
TwtiS 11• old Socred CllfJVtiSser p"Yiffg 11 ctiH 
l stUd, "look 111 the sttlte the Provitlce is;, 
l'H be votitlg to stop you from w;,,;,g t~gtlitl" 
So lo•g it's bee• [clap Of' stomp} to How you 
So W.g it's bee• " To llfJOw you 
~c~~=tSo W.g it's bee• ." to now you 
'T---liL-__...~o::==.. __JYour cuttitlg 11.d slashhlg htiS go•e H /!11' too W.g 
.d you'd better be drijthlg fllmlg 
~ -
SO IN 1M£ ENO,I 
P1A'f FAIL MY CDUASE ~ 
8UT l'P\ BECOMING M 




from the respective School Boards in their 
By the late 1970's the College had become so big 
that it was becoming unwieldy. The Ministry of 
Education recommended splitting the College into 
two Colleges, to be located on the north and south 
sides of the Fraser River. This recommendation was 
faaoo1~ea by the College Board in 1980. (As an aside, 
this fulftlled the school board's original plan to have 
two Colleges, one on the north and one on the south 
of the Fraser River.) The Douglas College 
was retained by the New Westminster, Maple 
and Coquitlam campuses, and the remaining 
campuses-Surrey, Langley, Richmond, and Newton 
Centre-became Kwantlen College. 
The land for the' permanent campus was purchased 
· 1978. Before this purchase the campus was merely 
visualization; an idea without a home. At ftrst the 
was to develop the old McBride location, using 
unoccupied land beside the Canada Games Pool, 
in 1978 it was decided to move the planned 
riU\.:au.vu to downtown New Westminster. 
"' .. ,, .. r ." 1 reasons affected this decision: it ·would make 
of land that was derilict and of marginal value; it 
free more desirable land for housing or public 
; and it would support the downtown redevelop-
project. 
The decision to move necessitated a complete 
in the design of the permanent campus, 
had been planned since 1971. The mao most 
to 
00 oyafAie 
responsible for physical design, and all related 
tasks, is West Graydon, Director of the Physical 
Plant. The permanent campus has been described as 
"West's baby". 
Contruction began on the permanent campus in 
early 1980-it is now in the flnal stages of completion, 
with only cosmetic construction left to be done. 
~ Whe!l Douglas College was founded, its flrst prior-
Ity was to set up career programs with a business 
and social service bias, The reason for this was that 
these were the two things most lacking in education 
at that time, and there was a large demand in the job 
market for people with these types of skills. As the 
demand for programs increased, lower level acad-
emic programs (University Transfer) and fme arts 
related programs were added. Everything fed every-
thing else-more students meant bigger classes, 
which meant more money from the Provincial Gover-
pment, which in turn led to more programs. Douglas 
College was growing at a rate of 15 percent per year 
during the 1970's. For example-in 1970 there was 
the equivalent of 900 full-time students enrolled in 
Douglas College; this number had grown to 4000 in 
1980. 
• At the start of the 1980's three things hit the 
College at once; the Douglas/Kwantlen split; the 
recession; and the costs of the new building. The 
frnancial crisis engendered by these events has been 
large, but not unendurable. "There is light at the 
end of the tunnel" President Bill Day says. 
The new building is now operating at roughly 
two-thirds of its capacity, but according to Bill Day, 
this is what it was planned to open at. ''The building 
will do what it is designed to do; it is a question of 
when, not whether. We need room for growth inside, 
because physically we are not able to grow. The 
building was designed to provide for about eight 
years of College growth." 
Douglas College is a well regarded institution. In all 
three types of follow up studies conducted on college 
students (Ministry of Education occupational train-
ing follow-up, University annual reports, and Denn-
ison studies) Douglas College students haye a good 
record. When education cutbacks began, and pro-
grams started to fall away, employers from all over 
the country sent letters imploring the administration 
to stop. Douglas College grads are regarded as well 
trained and employable. 
''What has been lacking in Doqglas College up to 
now is a visible physical presence", Bill Day said 
last week. ''That presence is now here and the future 
• •·ntw< .. 
/ 
Lan~ley Campus 
........................................................................... .at•:.••••! . ......................................................... _ ... . 
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LEFT FIELD vs RIOHT FIELD 
......................................................................................... 
.TDfOIIIer PresS fOrmallY ChaiiBDIBS lhe CrlmiDOIOD deoartmenlto a game otliO·PIICh sonball.ll vou dare, 
· sana a reoresentatlve to our omce ana wa11 Till. 
ACE JOOO 
only$2688 
also the Micro Professor II 
This is a booksize, yet inexpensive unit 
that compares with, and even exceeds 
h A I II , b I -ACIIIOO,ou_tooo_ t e pp e s capo i ities. only $S99 :::_-:-:.:~:::·"-
Computer Town is a complete computer store 
with a learning center and a full selection of -books 
. and software. 
418-6th Street 
New Westminster, B·C· V3L 382 
This 
Tlaursda~ 










The Athletic Department is 
pleased to announce 











by Marlin Hemerik 1 Ol J' 'OlUOJO.L 
1. Who are the only two play- ·..<ssog 
in the NHL to have scored pu~ Jn;)IJBl .Ann ·1 
goals or more in six straight S{).fth )11 
2. In th~ 1972 series against b'll Marlin 'h:!leJk 
the Russians where did Team J 
Canada win its ftrst game, and In inter-departmental 
what was the score? ball this weekend there 
3. In what stadium do the Phil- only one game played. 
adelphia Flyers make their 
abode? The Psychopaths did it 
. At what racetrack is the llll!le·ven though they didn't 
!!IIIK.entlJcky Derby held? to. The Ed B squad 
5. Who won the ftrst ever -Can- short of and 
adian Grand Prix (Formula cally 
one auto racing)? ever they 
In what recent horse event helter skelter team and a 
did Prince Charles fall off his tened 5 inning game 
steed and sustain two black played. · 
eyes? What probably happened 
7. When the Montreal Expos most of the P.E. 
traded Rusty Staub to the New 
1 
that theircognit£ve drc:c~nftlltfl.c~ 
York Mets who did they get in told them not to bother con:ung 
retllrn? (Hint: he now plays to the game because they' 
for the Baltimore Orioles) get reduced to a ca14'1tor.ltc 
8. In baseball, who has played state anyway. Heck, if 
the most number of consecu- whole team would have 
. tive games in a row? up the Psychos would 
9. Where is Todd Brooker beaten the latent dream from? 
10. What was the name of the content out of them. 
Vancouver team who played . When the game fmally 
underway the P.E . 








even though the 
everything else was :sua~tuu~ 
wet. They continually nu~<·rLPn. 
the ball to the far reaches 
the outfteld.ln the end 
psychology crew squeezed 
-tf to \vctqrv.L Pn3. 
3 ~ 1 7[ 
2 2 ·o B"• 
2 1 2 4 
2 1 2 4 
1 1 0 3 
1 1 0 3 
1 1 0 3 
2 0 '2 2 
Fashion Slaow, 
wfthrn.-lafroiii ••~~~~...._. ........ 
.,.,.,.3~. 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 NOTE: Weoherwa dr .. eod& 1 0 1 1 
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Stand up and be proud Douila8Hem~£ 
by.Martin 
Hemerik 
The Totem Conference bask-
etball fmals took place at Mal-
aspina College in Nanaimo 
this past weekend. V.C.C. 
took the .gold, Malaspina the 
silver, and Capilano the bron-
ze and Douglas fmished four-
th. 
Suffice to say Douglas didn't 
play to their full potential and 
dropped both games. But the 
season is over so I won't both-
er with the post mortem. 
Thanks to the O.P. I got to go 
to Nanaimo and bunk with the 
team. For many of them it was 
their last game with Douglas 
as they are now moving on to 
·bigger, yet I fmd it hard to say 
better, things. 
For all the other games this 
season I've talked about "the 
, " for this last article let 
talk now about some of the 
photo by Martin Hemen"k 
Steve Mitten is one of the 
nucleuses on the team. He 
plays a good game of basket-
ball, and was the only guy on . 
the team to dunk a basket in a 
regular season game. 
- - ... .. _ 
Todd Yano is the team cap-
tain and he suits the position 
well. Possessed with outstand-
ing athletic ability which can 
only be matched by his sportS-
manship and personality the 
choice of him as a captain was 
indeed a wise one. 
Mark White is in many re-
spects cast in the same mould 
as Todd. Mike Kostic, for 
some strange reason reminds 
me of an articulate revolution-
ist. Marcus Francis is, well, 
he's the coolest guy on the 
team, nothing ruftles his fea--
thers. 
Brian Englund struck me as 
being the guy who gives a 
quiet 100 percent game in 
g~e out. Mats Wong is~ 
excellent· ball player who also team. They played as a unit on 
enjoys life very much. No mat- the court and off. I'm sure that 
ter how mtlch everybody is they're all going to miss walk-
laughing you can always spot ing arm in arm and singing 
M~ts' laugh. _ _ . -Beatie songs at 2:00 a.~. in 
Jon Deanna is an all star. In downtown Nanaimo, playing 
spite of a badly twisted ankle numbers, Steve Vanos' rapier 
he came out on Saturday like wit, Mats Wong's itching 
against Capilano, whom he powder, Jon Deanna's baby 
played for last season and powder, the hijacked car, run-
scored well over tw~nty ning lines and basketballs that 
points. His ability to 'play bas- mysteriously lose air when] on 
ketball is matched only by his Deanna touches them. 
ability to play Ms.Pac Man. This season marked the first 
Peter JUlian and Cory Gal-
loway probably best exemplify 
the team. While perhaps not 
being the greatest basketball 
players in the league, in all the 
times I saw them play never 
once did they give less than 
120 percent. They hustled, 
played aggressive and you 
could never ask more from 
them. 
This leaves us with last but 
certainly not least Steve 
Vanos. Steve is without a 
doubt one of a kind. Every 
team has at least one Steve 
Vanos on it. He lives for 
humor and will probably die 
for it. 
The team meshed like a well 
oiled machine, with a couple 
of broken cogs along the way 
under Ken Klassen and Kurt 
Lundberg tWo fine individuals 
and coaches who will sorely be 
missed next season. 
Teamship and cameraderie 
were never displayed · so well 
as with the Douglas Col~ege photo by Martin Hem~~ 
time that Douglas has ever 
made the playoffs. In fact this 
season is the first time Doug-
las hasn't been the Totem 
Conference door mat which all 
the other teams used to wipe 
their feet on. 
Sincere congratulations go 
out to the Douglas College 
Men's Basketball team. They 
exhibited nothing but effort, 
sportsmanship, · poise and es-
pecially class. They will in-
deed be a tough act to follow. 
FIVE 
FIG 1m 
Now the smooth taste 
and mellow quality of 
our best-selling rye, 
Seagram's Five Star, is 




GREAT NEW VALUE 
OF SEAGRAM'S 
FIVE STAR AT YOUR 
LOCAL STORE. 
Sene Seagram's and be Sure. 
~0~ 






I see Johnny with his head hanging down 
Wondering how many shillings left in that pound 
Cost ofliving it is rising so high 
Dollar see that, had a heart attack and die 
Bills and budgets waiting 
Finance Minister anticipating 
Unemplov~ent is rising and I hear my people 
They're crymg 
The day the dollar die 
Things are gonna be better 
The day the dollar die 
Nor more corruption 
The day the dollar die 
People will respect each other 
The day the dollar die 
There'll be no more inflation 









, We will all love each other 




is pleased to announce 




NEW! ENROLL NOW! 
MTC ~~~§§ S25-6404 
60-8th Street New Westminster 
ASK ABOUT OUR APTITUDE TEST: 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR SALE 
0 ~~ Breweries of Canada vvishes to congratulate 
the faculty, staff and 
1968 Beetle in running condition 
. make an offer 
Call430-6929, 5:30- 7:00pm 
TYPING 
Term papers, thesis, letters 
resumes etc. 
$1.00 per page. Phone: 585-6024 
students of Douglas College on the 
official opening of Douglas 
College. 
PROFFESSIONAL TYPING 
Reasonable rates and speedy service 
Phone:585-68S3. 
CREATIVE WRITERS WANTED 
The Burnaby Writers' Society an-
nounces its 1983 Writing Competition, 
open to all British Columbia residents 
with a deadling of April30. ' 
Cash prizes totalling $300 will be ~ 
award.ed for ~hort fiction and poetry, in 
the sctence ftction and fantasy genres. 
Entry fee is $3.00 per submission. . 
For a copy of the rules, send a self-
addressed stamped envelope to: 
Burnaby Writers' Society 
6450 Gilpin St. 
Burnaby B.C. V5G 2}3 
_M_A_Rc_H_1 .... 6,_19_BJ ____________ ...,m!Uici.¥oli:i.ilrH:.:,:;E~R~PRIW!E~sJ( ENTERTAINMENT ~ .... -PA_G_E_17_ 
Don't it Make Ya Feel Good 
Last Friday's "Don't It Make . often humorous,. a~d alw~ys - currently reJ~asing its second ing. The entire hom secti?n Yellow D~_ck. 
Ya Feel Good" spring party, dancable. Even if you. ~e album. ~cGd~ve~ay also per- often graces the stage wtth Wildroot will be appeartng 
at the Commodore Ballroom, h~acd the b~nd .b~~ore, tt s forms wtth guttartst Doug. Ed- both the Roy Re1nolds Band next at the Goodtimes cabaret 
was well-attended; according still worthwhile v~sttmg th~m wards for Anne Moct~ee, an~ Bobby_ Hales. Orchestra, (a.k.a. Ga.qtblers) through 
to manager Drew Burns, over at a club as thetc repetotce author of the local mustcal while ba~stst Chache Faulkn~r March 17 to March 19. 
{)OO persons were in atten- consta_ntly changes, and many Ref/ec.tions on Crooked Walk- plays wtth Mother Tuckers 
dance-most of them strangely ?,f thetc usu~l tunes, such ~~ 
costumed in hopes of winning Dave You !e So . Suave, 
ski trip for two awarded to have been mteresttngly re-
best "Don't It Make Ya vamped for stage perform-
Good" outfit. ance .. The recent addition of 
The event featured the music vocaltst Nancy Nash, the only 
of a local group, The Wildroot female member, . ~so. ad~s 
Orchestra. After Silverlode, ne-vf aspects to the band s 
thcir opening act, fini~hed sou.nd. . . 
their well-performed set, Wildro?t, taking tt~ n~e 
Wild.root band rnembe~ ent- from a. httle known hatc .toruc, 
ectained the audience; with has extsted for over a decade. 
nearly o/fO hours of solid mus- The original Wildroot (pre 
ic, a mixnge of rock and roll 1972) had only five members 
medleys and their standard and was not as successful as 
tunes, such as "Town Without ,the current version is, primae-
Pity." ily distinguishing itself 
The audience was one of the through studio work and by 
largest Wildroot' s yet played recording the sound track to 
t?, and one of the most recep- the movie The Supreme Kid, 
ttve; three encores were nC?ed-. whlch Mc"Gillveray also stac-
!!d to appease. a racous, Jub- red in. · 
ilant crowd qutte reluctant to A.ll fWil"- , . rfi leave. o GfOOt s pe ormers 
Wildroot is lead by ~e accom~li~hep and exper-
vocalist and percussiorust tence~ mustctans, and many of 
Jim McGillveray and plays the the members also ~ppeac with 
local circuit regularly, occa- other groups. McGillveray and 
sionally taking its act on tour. s~an \om K.eenlyside play 
Their musk is often wtth die Jazz band :,"Rywa/k, 
The one and only 
Southern Comfort. 
On the rocks, with orange juice or in your cocktail, enjoy the taste of tradition. 
Send for a free Recipe Guide: Sou them Comfort Corporation, P.O. Box 775, Place Bonaventure, Montreai, Quebec H5A 1E1. 
A delightful display of 
collages was given at the 
Women's Centre, Tuesday, 
March 8th. If you missed it, 
you can see it at Brakendale at 
the end of the month. 
Possibly you saw Pam Hunt's 
work at the Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre last month or at the 
French Cultural Centre last 
July. Even if you did, she has 
several new pieces added to 
her show. 
The Province act critic, Act 
Perry reviewed her work as 
"sensual, alive," full of "en-
ergy and playfullness." Al-
though her subjects are wo-
men, there is no heavy fern-
inist message, just a pleasant 
· acceptance of women in a bril-
liant arrangement of line and 
color. 
Pam was bom in Belgium 
and studied act in France. She 
explores flea markets, second 
hand stores, and garage sales 
for material. She ferrets out 
fine old lace pieces and an-
tique jewelry to accent shapes 
on exotic backgrounds for an 
original variation on a relative-
ly new act form. 
Her large, graceful canvass-
es ace a good example of inter-
esting new Canadiana on ex-
hibit from time to time at the 
Women's Centre. Watch the 
back page for announcements 
of future activities. 
Peterson Plays 
~y lrt_en Nazaruk tattoo as a Jazz guttanst ts 
World acclaimed jazz pianist second to none and when 
Oscar Peterson finished a two many big names are asked 
week engagement at the Plaz- about inspiration it seems his 
zaz, in the International Plaza name is most often mention-
in North Vancouver on Sat. ed. Pass has not always been 
Playing before an audience in the limelight however. He 
consisting mainly of affluent fought heroin addiction for a 
North Vancouverites, Peter- number of years, spending 
son shared the engagement twelve years in prison in the 
with one of the world's prem- United States.Nevertheless 
ier jazz guitarists, Joe Pass. Pass won his battle with 
Each musician played a 45 heroin addiction and is playing 
min. solo set in which they what some people say is the 
performed their own versions world's best jazz guitar. As far 
of various jazz standards from as the audience was concerned 
the last fifty years. Peterson, any night last last week I'm 
who appeared after Pass sure they would have to agree. 
showcased his incredible tech- To top off an evening of great 
nique and feel for the piano music, the two artists got to-
which left the audience in am- gether on the same stage and 
azement. A camera, placed di- proceeded to groove on an up 
reedy above Peterson projec- tempo number. The audience 
ted a close up view of the were unable to suppress their 
piano keyboard, which seem- laughter after just a few min-
ed slightly hazy at times, was utes of viewing the humorous 
still a very good idea because antics of the two musicians, 
it gave the audience a much trying to outdo one another. 
better view of Peterson's The battle ended in a draw for 
hands. the two musicians and the 
Joe Pass has long been a big audience was the definite win-
·name in jazz musi~. His repu- ner. 
PAGE18 1983 
WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked: avoid inhaling. Average per cigarette: 
Export" A" Regular "tar" 17 mg. nicotine 1.1 mg. King Size "tar" 17 mg. nicotine 1.1. Export" A" Mild Regular "tar"12 mg. nicotine 0.9 mg. 
King Size "tar" 13 mg. nicotine 0.9 mg. Export "A" Light Regular "tar" 10 mg. nicotine 0.8 mg. King Size "tar" 11 mg. nicotine 0.8 mg . 
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The First Capital City 
Development Company Ltd. 
T~ere is new fife in downtown N~w West. 
Drop into the FCC ANSWER CENTRE, 648 
Carnarvon. Find out about the exciting downtown 
and waterfront redevelopment program - of . 
which Douglas College is an important part. 
MALT LIQUOR 
Open: /'v\onday to Friday 9-4:30 
Phone:525-0 144 
111~ First Capital. City Denlopmcnr Company 
l.itniled is a cooperativr venture bet- &llt ~icy 
of New. Westminster and tiM Britilh Colu!Uia 
OeYclc'Pmcnt Corporalioa. 




Hi, whoever controls the 
media controls the mind, Ian 
is deeply engrossed is slicing 
up tape with an exacto knife, 
Glen wanders about with an 
efficient gait and a wary eye, 
Nancy demands to be noticed 
in a bright yellow hawaiian 
shirt, Martin has something to 
do with sports, When Phil is 
asked what he is doing here, 
he simply agrees, Caroline is 
sniffling and staggering about 
stoned on antihistamines, 
Dave is being nosy, Brian is 
playing tennis in the con-
course, and some woman is 
doing calisthenics in the dark 
in the lounge, and Vic is help-
ing her with badly disguised 
fascination of the musculature 
of the human body as Dave C 
carries the Other Press on his 
shoulders, Big Bad Bill pre-
pares to eat students for 
breakfast,{see photo enclosed) 
and two long-haired drunks 
stagger in, take a look, and 
run out, Other Press chal-
lenges criminals, Yuri Andro-
pov comes by and tells us the 
proletariats have defeated the 
bourgeoisie again, by the way 
he is the managing editor, 
honorary, yeah, Nancy says 
"left challenges right, and 
how do you spell criminology', 
free beer, dope, Martin 
exclaims 'O.K. Phil, get rid of 
these things,' and Caroline 
grunts, Ginsburg Ferlengetti 
Purdy Nazaruk (who?), says 
'gotta provoke them', and 
waves a peace sign at the 
other Dave who returns the 
gesture and laughs 'it's nat-
ural instinct', and Brian lost 
his tennis ball in the ceiling 
really like this thing, Sean 
Valentini does the best photos 
and Nancy growls 'send him to 
our office and then we'll talk', 
if the people lead the leaders 
will follow, and where is Sean 
B. and the faculty association 
and Margaret loves and loves 
and loves and loves and loves 
and loves, and we all love 
Caroline's mom, Pat draws 
while Brian is preparing for 
war, GET UP OFF YOUR 
ASSES AND DO SOME, 
1HING FOR 1HE WORLD, 




O. P. OPFIC€ 
THE OTHER PRESS 
SAGE 
MUSIC QUEEN IDA AND THE BON TEMPS ZVDECO BAND march 1&-19 commodore HERALD NIX-BUDDY SELFISH-ROCKY CRAIG 
march 25 commodore 
NEW MUSIC 
on rraser cao1e IU wrrn glen nazarul< JOHNNY OTIS RHYTHM AND BLUES REVUE 
5-6pm marcn l5 commodore 
JOHN LEE HOOKER CULTU(E CLUB DEPECHE MODE 
march 26. commodore march 16 commodore march 28. commodore 
THE REDS KILLA~ THE SPCX)NS 
march 22~23 lw-a-fair march 17 commodore march 18 ubc armories 
phore 228-2711 
-' 
. THE POINTER SISTERS 
april2-3 orpreum 
NOON HOUR CONCERTS 
concert beQins dt 12:30 theatre 
SCREEN 
DC JAZZ BAND 
march 20 s::>ft rock cafe 
MAUI~ICt:-ANLJ J Ht: CLICHt:!:> 
sat marcn IY sorr rocK cme 
OLLEGE 
DC CABARET 
march 18 IY 8:00pm live theatre 
douglaS 
1~EADINGS 
rudv wiebe,short storv wrrrer and novenst 
marcn :LI' 'L pm room JLJOO OICfan now1an, poet monaay rm J4VO 
BOOZE CRUISE 
hawaiian night friday, march 25 
tickets $8.00 
prizes fa the best costume 
APOCALYPSE NOW 
march 25-27 7:':!D pm 
ridge theatre 
PIPI LONGSTOCKING 
march X) 1:30-ridg9 theatre 
I 
LOS POPULAROS 
march 15-16 luv-a-fair 
BB.KING 
march 31, q::x;n. commodore 
JAPANESE FILM SERIES 
marcn 18 kage no karuma 
(the shadow within) 
8:00 pm douglas college 
STAGE 
FES II VAL OF FOOLS 
apnl 1-IU waterrront theCff'fe 
.granville 
SOLO FLIGHTS 
march 11, 14. waterfront 
theatre granville termer rand corp. nuclear strategist ·and u.s. aetence advisor speaKs on co1a war ana 
UN DEl~ l HI: t?UN: 
A DIS8.RMING REVUE 
marcli 22.1nternat10naT DYI -ANTROrVIAS,BACH nouse,uoc 
ffiorcJ} 11-QOnl L.. van.' ~II;'· 




wona war~ saT. marcn 26,8:t.>O pm war 
memoriar gym a uoc ams InTo 'L'L~-O'LIZ 
The Other Press will be 
running an events section i 
each i-ssue. Students and 
Faculty are invited to 
information on any ,.._,. __ _, 
or Community Event. Cont-
act Sean Valentini at the 
Other Press Office. 
